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O
ne of the biggest challenges laboratory information
management system (LIMS) administrators and IT
professionals encounter is the daunting task of
migrating from one LIMS to another. Be it a simple
upgrade or migration to a completely new solution,

several factors must be carefully considered and addressed to
ensure a successful transition.

The migration question
“To migrate or not to migrate?” That is the question every
LIMS system administrator must face at some time or
another. Typically, a combination of factors—system
obsolescence, limited programming resources, changing
business requirements—provides the driving force for the
change. In evaluating the various financial benefits and risks,
a compelling business case for migration often starts to
present itself. Why, then, is the prospect of migrating LIMS
still so daunting and intimidating? 

The main reason is that migrating from one LIMS to
another can be a complicated and painful process. Some
examples of the biggest challenges are:

� Migrating data
� Dealing with existing configuration and customization
� Configuring new reports
� Time and effort associated with validation and testing

� Managing user acceptance and transition
� Impact on business continuity and other systems
To overcome these challenges, planning a LIMS migration

has become a complex matrix of time, cost, analysis, process,
configuration, validation and training, with each element
presenting unique sets of further challenges and risks. 

Planning the migration
Before any company can initiate a LIMS migration, some
fundamental questions need to be clearly defined, understood
and summarized as part of the migration plan. 

� Why is the company migrating? 
� When does it need to be completed? 
� What is the expected business outcome and benefits?
� What data will be migrated? 
� Who will be involved with the project from both the

company and vendor? 
� Where is the performing, planning, and testing of the

system going to occur?
Detailed upfront planning is imperative, since LIMS

systems are often deeply integrated into the quality and
decision-making framework of an organization. Business
continuity and maximum productivity must be preserved. 

Professional services solutions are one successful method for
delivering clear, concise and effective LIMS migrations.

Overcoming the Challenges
of a LIMS Migration

Adopting a LIMS strategy oftentimes requires the need for outside intervention.
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Overcoming the Challenges of a LIMS Migration

Migration Agent from Thermo
Electron Corp., Waltham,
Mass., combines a clearly
defined and documented
process, driven by professional
services, with a toolkit and
documentation and validation
services to facilitate the
migration from legacy LIMS
systems to the latest LIMS
technology.  

A high level representation
of Migration Agent’s 10-step
process is shown above. This well-
defined process produces the effective
and detailed planning required to
minimize the transition impact of
migrating to a new LIMS. 

LIMS migration is about people
There are many reasons that software
projects can fail, but without a doubt,
ignoring the people issues around a
project is one of the surest ways to make
certain a project fails.

A professional services approach
provides the opportunity for end users
to be actively involved in the migration
to a new solution.

In Thermo’s experience, workshops
have been a particularly successful
mechanism to involve users in the early
stages of a project. Typically these
workshops aim to take a number of
scenarios through the target system
with a wide coverage of work
processes and functionality. The
objective is to make the best use of
standard LIMS functionality, keeping
the configuration as simple and
minimal as possible. 

Migrating the data
Not all data has the same value, and a
migration process must be designed to

take this into account. Choosing the
most appropriate strategy to take with
respect to historical data is best done on
a case-by-case basis. This can range
from preserving and archiving the data,
simply transferring the data to a new
repository where it can be reported and
consulted, to a full data migration so
data assets can be actively used through
standard LIMS functionality.

As well as the plan and processes to
migrate LIMS data, a successful
vendor’s migration strategy also needs
to include suitable commercial tools to
extract, translate and load your data
from source to target LIMS. In the past,
many LIMS vendors chose to build their
own data migration tools since
commercial-off-the-shelf products were
not available. Today’s commercially
available tools with open architectures
enable easy transform development and
also provide data analysis, filtering, and
data migration workflow scheduling
functionality. 

Only with quality-assured tools,
supporting documentation and an
appropriate validation approach can the
quality of migrated data be assured.

Validation and migration
LIMS migration in a regulated

environment is a task made
more complex by the need
for systems validation, as
changes to a production
system in a regulated
environment will require
validation. To minimize the
risk and cost associated
with validating a LIMS
migration, it is worth
keeping the following
points in mind:

� The amount of
validation effort required is proportional
to the amount of customization and
configuration of the target system.
Deploying purpose-built commercial
software reduces the validation effort
required.

� Risk Assessment can be applied to
the migration to focus validation efforts
on high-risk functionality with respect
to regulatory compliance. 

� To minimize the training costs,
validation specialists should demonstrate
in-depth product knowledge of the
software version being deployed.

� Validation specialists should have
practical experience in validating the
target LIMS software.

The bottom line
The pain of undergoing a LIMS
migration can be mitigated by effective
planning that addresses the various
challenges involved. Successful
migration planning, such as Migration
Agent, involves a knowledgeable and
experienced professional services team
that employs process and toolkit to
meet business needs and overcome
challenges. 

—Mark Fish, Services Marketing Manager
Dave Minicuci, Product Manager 
Thermo Electron Corp., Informatics
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